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- Director’s Moment
- NAES NERC Teams with Vertiv
- Anti-Market Manipulation Training
- The Dissolution of FRCC

WELCOME TO TRUE GRID,
a newsletter from the NERC Services team at NAES that updates you on reliability and compliance trends and
helps you keep your facility compliant with current and emerging reliability standards. We share lessons learned
from our fleet of 160 power plants and the 20-plus audits we undergo annually. We welcome your comments in
return, so don’t hesitate to reply to our authors.
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KEY EFFECTIVE DATES

7/1/19 TPL-007-3
Transmission System Planned
Performance for GDEs
1/1/20 CIP-003-7
Security Management
Controls

Mark Gollini | Director of NERC Services
Mark Gollini | Director of NERC Services

1/1/20 PRC-026-1
Relay Performance During
Stable Power Swings

NAES NERC Teams with Vertiv

7/1/20 CIP-005-6
Electronic Security Perimeters
7/1/20 CIP-010-3
Configuration Change Mgmt
and Vulnerability Assessments
7/1/20 CIP-013-1
Supply Chain Risk
Management

Vertiv has teamed with NAES Corporation for
enhanced protection system maintenance and
testing services offerings regarding PRC-005.
This teaming will further improve the NERC
compliance testing capabilities in order to
provide turn-key NERC support to current and
future NAES clients.
Gregory Lambert | Marketing Manager, NAES

READ MORE

Anti-Market Manipulation
Training

EVENTS

FERC has been actively enforcing the new
laws and regulations authorized by
Congress in the 2005 amendments to the
Federal Power Act (FPA). One of the key
areas addresses fraud and market
manipulation. Read on to understand more
about fraud and market manipulation and
how to avoid these situations and hefty
penalties associated with violations.

APRIL 23-26, 2019
Electric Power
Conference
Las Vegas, NV

Mike Moyer | NERC PMCS Specialist

MAY 1-3, 2019
RF 2019 Spring
Workshop
Baltimore, MD

READ MORE

The Dissolution of FRCC

MAY 20-23, 2019
WindPower Conference
Houston, TX

MAY 22, 2019
MRO Reliability
Conference
Saint Paul, MN

On July 1, 2019, the FRCC Regional Entity
will dissolve as a Regional Entity. This
action was formally approved on February
7, 2019 by the NERC board. All FRCC
registered entities will be transitioned to the
SERC region and SERC will assume those
responsibilities. FRCC will continue its
traditional member functions as a Reliability
Coordinator and Planning Authority.
Daniel Jenkins| NERC Reliability Specialist
READ MORE

CYBER SECURITY AWARENESS MOMENT
CIP-013 Supply Chain Risk Management was approved by FERC but only applies to BES
Cyber Systems of medium or high impact. Checking your hardware and software (including
patches) for malicious code before deploying it inside your network is a best practice for any
company. Always buy your equipment from a reputable source and check the hash values of
software & firmware with the vendor before installing it.

NEWS FLASHES

Centralized Organization
Registration ERO System
The Entity Registration project was
established to take core registration
functions currently managed in three
systems – OATI WebCDMS, Guidance
CITS, and CRATS – and move all
registration functions to a single,
consolidated system. This will also
allow for an expansion of current
functionality. The expansion will
produce consistent Regional Entity
and registered entity processes and
will also include capturing data
elements and tracking Coordinated
Oversight of Multi-Regional Registered
Entities (MRREs).

GridEx Conference
GridEx V will be held November 13-14,
2019. The exercise is designed for
distributed play, coordinated locally by
a designated asset owner and
operator lead planner. An executive
tabletop exercise (TTX) occurs
concurrently and includes senior
industry and government leaders.
GridEx IV, held in November 2017, had
more than 6,500 participants,
representing 450 organizations. Due
to the sensitive nature of the scenario
discussion, this exercise program is not
open to the general public or the
media.

Cyber & Physical Security
Standards Presentation
On March 6, 2019, NAES’ own cyber
and physical security expert Allen
Kent presented a 75-minute
overview of the Bulk Electric System,
NERC history, and NERC CIP
Compliance requirements to a group
of Western Washington University
students in the Computer Science
program. There were about 27
students and faculty in attendance. If
you would like to watch this
informational presentation, you can
view it at:
naes.link/WWU-NERC-CIP-Lecture
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